Abstract -A n adaptive near-far resistant technique for the blind joint multiuser identification and detection in asynchronous C D M A systems is analyzed i n fading and dispersive GSM channels.
where ( M x K L ) matrix 8 [ n ] depends of the overall discrete impulse response for all users and w[n] is the normalized noise vector. There are N = 2 L K possible state vectors corresponding t o L binary symbols of K users.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiuser detection in CDMA systems usually requires either knowledge of the transmitted signature sequences and channel state information or use of a known training sequence for adaptation. Consequently blind adaptive multiuser receivers have gained considerable attention [l] . We recently proposed a joint multiuser deconvolution scheme [a] characterized by:
0 No knowledge of timing, channel stat.e information or signatures nor use of training sequences is required for any user.
0 The estimate of the signature sequence of each user convolved with its physical channel impulse response is provided after initial convergence.
e T h e blind multiuser detector is near-far resistant.
T h e purpose of this paper is t o further investigate the behavior of this scheme in fading and dispersive channels.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the asynchronous CDMA channel
where hk(t -nT,t) is the overall complex channel impulse response, given by the convolution of the signature sequence, physical radio channel and the receiving filter impulse responses. It incorporates the amplitude and the delay for user k, and its duration is assumed t o be smaller or equal to L symbols, i.e. h k (~, t )
T h e total number of active users is K and their transmitted sequences are binary independent symbols bi, [n] E (1, -1). T h e symbol rate is 1/T and w(t) is normalized white Gaussian noise. T h e CDMA channel is sampled at a rate M / T = l/Ts t o derive the vector sequence r [n] 111. BLIND IDENTIFICATION A N D DETECTION ALGORITHM If the overall impulse response for each user was known, that is if the signature sequence, physical channel impulse response, amplitude and delay corresponding t o each user were available, then using this information, the Viterbi algorithm could be employed t o determine the multiuser maximum-likelihood transmitted sequence. In the method we presented however, the Viterbi algorithm is applied with current estimates of the overall impulse responses which are updated recursively after arbitrary initialization. T h e number of users (K) is assumed known together with a bound for the impulse response duration ( L ) . A similar approach was proposed for the blind equalization of single user channels using the Viterbi algorithm [3] and the Baum-Welch identification algorithm [4] . Specific t o the multiuser approach is the procedure which overcomes the convergence t o a local minimum [2] .
Iv. BEHAVIOR IN FADING AND DISPERSIVE C H A N N E L S
The blind multiuser algorithm has been tested using the mobile radio channel model for typical urban areas (Type 1) TUXGO, as defined in [5] . Simulations indicate that, for moderate Doppler frequency (50 Hz) and multipath spread (1.35 symbols), convergence can still be attained within few hundred symbols. Afterwards, the algorithm is still able t o track slow channel variations. Possible modification of the receiver, after the initial convergence, may include a simpler decision-directed MMSE scheme.
